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IEC Telecom & Thuraya empower critical 
humanitarian operations with high bandwidth via 
a portable Rapid Deployment Kit 
 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates, 19 August 2020 – Global satellite 
communications specialist IEC Telecom, along with mobile-satellite service 
provider Thuraya, introduced its Rapid Deployment Kit (RDK), designed to 
provide Humanitarian Response Teams with reliable connectivity during COVID-
19 and support emergency and disaster relief efforts even in the most remote 
areas. 

With over 126 million people in need of humanitarian assistance globally, 
including 70 million forcibly displaced, governments and the global community 
are stressing the significance of on-time medical and humanitarian responses. 

The RDK solution enables frontline workers to respond immediately and 
effectively to mitigate the wider secondary impacts of the pandemic.  

Nabil Ben Soussia - CEO Asia, Middle East & CIS commented, “COVID-19 
has proved that timely communication is of utmost importance. Satellite 
technologies play a crucial role in monitoring and managing the situation in 
challenging environments.  Our latest Rapid Deployment Kit (RDK) offers high 
speed connectivity, previously reserved only for VSAT users, via a compact and 
portable solution. RDK can easily be deployed in a short span of time without the 
need for an onsite technician, enabling mobile humanitarian missions with 
reliable connectivity for an immediate response.” 

RDK is a technological breakthrough, powered by Thuraya broadband terminals 
and the OneGate Aid Compact network management system from IEC Telecom. 
The new solution provides field missions with a VSAT-like experience anywhere 
they go. RDK is equipped with bandwidth optimization and advanced filtration 
tools, offering a user experience up to 2+ Mbps, which allows taking full 
advantage of digitalization, including videoconferencing, remote maintenance, 
telemedicine, and more for smooth communications during critical humanitarian 
missions. 

Understanding the need to keep communication budgets under control, RDK was 
developed accounting for cost optimization.  It offers a seamless switch to 4G in 
areas with GSM coverage with least cost routing. Consumption control and 
network status can be monitored at all times via digital dashboards:  full admin 
control over central management dashboard is available to the CIO/ IT 
department at HQ and a local dashboard with limited access for the operational 
chief onsite. 

  

During times of a pandemic imposing strict quarantine measures, staff rotation 
is impossible or severely restricted. RDK is a future-ready solution, enabling 
updates and upgrades of virtual machines remotely without the need for onsite 
maintenance. Not only will the missions benefit from the reduced cost of staff 
logistics, but also save on purchase of additional hardware. 

http://www.iec-telecom.com/
http://www.thuraya.com/
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Moreover, RDK helps to boost the morale of frontline workers by enabling 
internet access over a welfare network and ensures the cyber security of 
classified corporate files by keeping the corporate and welfare network links 
separate. IEC Telecom’s OneGate system allows for the efficient management of 
voucher credits for internet access, and thanks to an inbuilt Wi-Fi enabler, 
frontline workers can connect to the network using their own devices. 

The lightweight kit is portable with removable batteries, and as such, accepted 
in commercial flights. Conveniently packed in an exceptionally durable suitcase, 
the kit can resist harsh travel conditions and be deployed in no time, ensuring 
immediate coverage and support for end-to-end humanitarian services.  

Nabil Ben Soussia added, “COVID-19 is affecting the operations of aid and 
NGO organisations. Connectivity plays a central role to ensure that operational 
reports are submitted on a regular basis. While urban areas with developed 
telecom infrastructure are well equipped to pass critical information immediately, 
many rural communities are at a disadvantage. Satcom supports humanitarian 
missions in areas with limited or no GSM coverage. Thuraya's robust satellite 
MSS network provides uninterrupted coverage across two-thirds of the globe 
even in the most remote locations. RDK is a joint solution by IEC Telecom and 
Thuraya meant to empower frontline workers with dependable connectivity when 
and where they need it.” 

IEC Telecom, along with its partner Thuraya, offers a broad range of solutions to 
support humanitarian and disaster relief efforts. In light of the impact of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, connectivity has become even more important, and IEC 
Telecom will address the communication needs of the humanitarian sector and 
discuss the critical issues the industry is facing today in the World Humanitarian 
Forum Digital Series on August 27th at 5pm GST. Interested participants can 
register for this webinar by visiting  https://forms.gle/yaWj6FRG2bq5z8bZ9.  
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About IEC Telecom Group: 
 
IEC Telecom Group is one of the leading international providers of satellite communications 
services. Renowned for supplying high quality satellite-based solutions to customers for 
more than 20 years, IEC Telecom delivers efficient end-to-end voice and data services 
when and where it matters most. 
IEC Telecom is one of the leading international experts in the area of satcom solutions for 
humanitarian missions and number-one service provider for all major international relief 
organisations. 
IEC Telecom’s integrated approach of in-house design and engineering expertise allows 
the team to develop truly unique solutions that enable full control over customer satellite 
assets. The brand’s portfolio includes a wide range of satellite products (from handsets to 
VSAT services), solutions, and value-added services. In addition, the brand offers 24/7 
support for satellite-based solutions during their full lifecycle. 
IEC Telecom Group has offices across eight countries: Denmark, France, Kazakhstan, 
Norway, Singapore, Sweden, Turkey, and UAE. For more information, visit: www.iec-
telecom.com 
 

https://linkprotect.cudasvc.com/url?a=https%3a%2f%2fforms.gle%2fyaWj6FRG2bq5z8bZ9&c=E,1,_qj6VTNWD73iyJ4gVWh6MIs8wai3MSnpAuEAcLEWDQE_qpnDBWlPOG5ncClm_FSFM9y4R787GntZvmPmtq4_ozCf8MEvp7Z4YnskAf5Dv1q3QktuwhDB&typo=1
https://us14.mailchimp.com/mctx/clicks?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.iec-telecom.com&h=6c079a1c3ead78b3108c13f63c91d9f17008c5f491a988241c8853d4bd12a837&v=1&xid=be2b448355&uid=65432741&pool=&subject=
https://us14.mailchimp.com/mctx/clicks?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.iec-telecom.com&h=6c079a1c3ead78b3108c13f63c91d9f17008c5f491a988241c8853d4bd12a837&v=1&xid=be2b448355&uid=65432741&pool=&subject=
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